Animal City: towards a non-anthropocentric urban ethic
The course will elaborate spatial visions around a possible new pact between the
natural, the rural and urban sphere. The seek for an ethical positioning of the human
specie within the wider planetary ecosystem, will give the chance to investigate the
spaces of transition between the different spheres while crossing through different
polarities such as control and abstention (to what extent it is necessary and desirable
that the human specie controls the spaces of interaction with other species, and from
which point is it rather desirable to refrain from intervening?), extension and
retraction (is it desirable that the human specie remains concentrated in small portions
of urbanized territory thus avoiding to impose limits to other forms of life, or should
we make space for forms of recolonisation by the nature of the anthropised land?)
cohabitation and autonomy (how to deal with invasive species that threaten to
overwhelm the other species by imposing their presence at the expense of
biodiversity?).
These arguments will be explored through an interdisciplinary seminar conducted by
Leonardo Caffo and Valentina Sonzogni on behalf of Labont, the Laboratory of
Ontology of the Faculty of Philosophy of the Università degli Studi di Torino. The
aim of the seminar is to elaborate a strong theoretical basis to the spatial interventions
which will constitute the final outcome of the course.
Seminar of Architecture and Philosophy
Paradoxes of anthropocentrism.
1) Scrap and Biodiversity
(Muzzonigro+Careri)
Thursday 15/10/2015, h. 14-18
2) Invisible infrastructures: spaces of containment and the animal 'disassembly'
(Sonzogni)
Friday 23/10/2015, h. 14-18
3) The food cycle: from cannibalism to veganism
(Sonzogni+Caffo+Cimatti+Cupi)
Friday 30/10/2015, h. 9-12
4) Environmental enrichment: habitat and measurement of space
(Caffo+Santarcangelo)
Friday 06/11/2015, h. 14-18
5) Zoomorphic architecture: from Kiesler to protocells
(Sonzogni)
Friday 13/11/2015, h. 14-18
6) Zoo, ooZ and animal shelters: animal spaces between protection and confinement
Trip to Animal Refuges + Tiziana Pers)
Friday 20/11/2015, h. 14-18

7) Animal perspectives: other geometries of urban space
(Caffo+Alleva+Ferraris)
Friday 27/11/2015, h. 14-18
1) Scrap and Biodiversity:
curated by: Azzurra Muzzonigro (Polimi)
guests: Francesco Careri
This seminar will explore the relationship between biodiversity and residual urban
spaces. As Clement suggests in defining the Third Landscape, residues are the
opportunity to refuge diversity and to create non-gerarchical spaces of encounter in
between other things. This potential will be explored through spatial practices,
particularly through the lens of Stalker’s activity through and within the margins and
the ‘actual territories’.
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2) Invisible infrastructures: spaces of containment and the animal “disassembly”
curated by: Valentina Sonzogni (Labont)
This seminar will reconstruct the genesis of the modern slaughterhouse starting from
Siegfried Giedion’s seminal book Mechanization Takes Command (1948), to the latest
development of food industry. The seminar will focus on some crucial experiments in
factory farming such the the Chicago and the Shanghai Slaughterhouse, some projects
by Tony Garnier and the techniques proposed by Temple Grandin to reduce animal
suffering.
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3) The food cycle: from cannibalism to veganism
curated by: Leonardo Caffo (Labont)
guests: Felice Cimatti, Cupi

This lecture aims at investigating how our perception of food has changed and how
defense mechanisms are activated when one is confronted with eating choices. What
is Veganism and its existential implications as well as its ecological impact will be
also discussed here.
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4) Environmental enrichment: habitat and measurement of space
curated by: Leonardo Caffo (Labont)
guests: Vincenzo Santarcangelo
Gibson’s ecological approach to visual perception, the reality of space and rational
aesthetics will be presented and discussed in this seminar. The interaction between
different life forms will be analyzed through the philosophical argument knows as
“della ciabatta” in which sense and conceptual grids, ontology and epistemology are
at stake.
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5) Zoomorphic architecture: from Kiesler to protocells
curated by: Valentina Sonzogni (Labont)
In this seminar the relationship between architecture and animality in the context of
architectural design will be analyzed. Starting from the digital revolution of the
Nineties, carried out by a generation of architects “born with the computer”, we will
look into some intersections between the book by Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari's
A Thousand Plateaus (1980 ) and some architectural practices by Greg Lynn and
Bernard Cache, amongst others. The seminar includes an analysis of the synthetic
protocell in this context. Isolated from the outer worlds while self-replicating, the
protocell emerges from the primordial soup promising endless structural possibilities
to architecture.
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6) Zoo, ooZ and animal shelters: animal spaces between protection and
confinement
curated by: Valentina Sonzogni (Labont)
guests: Trip to Arese / Vitadacani TBC
Nonhuman animals that are saved by dangerous situations or are liberated by farm
factories, medical facilities etc. are hosted by volunteers in shelters that are undefined
from both a a philosophical and an architectural point of view. This workshop on site
will involve the students directly in order to produce some projects and draft a theory
about these not-yet-places.
Bibliography
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7) Animal perspectives: other geometries of urban space
curated by: Leonardo Caffo – (Labont) and Azzurra Muzzonigro, (Polimi)
guests: Maurizio Ferraris, Enrico Alleva
How do nonhuman animals perceive space? How do they build the world around
them and is is possible to understand reality as that which emerges (Theory of
Emergentism)? These and other questions connected to ethology and neuroscience
will be introduced in this lecture.
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